DEAR ____________________________,

I know a hero, a big superstar. They wear a disguise but I know who they are.

They’re super cool, they’re a hero no doubt. Nobody tell them I figured it out!

They help me to learn and they help me to grow. They taught me about ________________, and now I know!

And since you’re cool and super smart too, You probably figured out that this poem’s about you!

Thank you for teaching me!
From ____________________________.

(your teacher’s name)

(your name)

Draw your teacher as a superhero here!
My name is ___________ and I love learning. I’m thankful for teachers who keep the world turning!

Shout out to ___________ for all you do. I want you to know: I appreciate you!

You make ___________ fun, every day. In the classroom or at home, nothing gets in your way!

You taught me to ___________ and other cool stuff. After all you’ve done, I can’t thank you enough!

You are a superhero, role model and leader. I hope you know it’s true — you’re an unstoppable teacher!

Draw your teacher as a superhero here!
Thank you, __________________, for inspiring me.

(teacher’s name)

You’ve taught me __________ and you’ve helped me see that no matter how challenging a year might be, every day is a new opportunity for building more skills and working together. With you as my teacher, every day gets better.

You are __________, __________, and a great leader too! There are so many reasons I appreciate you.

With love from __________, thanks for everything you’ve done. All year long, you make every day fun!

(teacher’s name)

(your name)
THANKS FOR TEACHING ME!

DRAW A COOL PICTURE AND/OR WRITE YOUR TEACHER A MESSAGE!

From, __________________________

(your name here)
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